
FAMILY LAW HOW TO WRITE A PROPER RESPONSE

Answering a Complaint in Probate & Family Court When you file your answer with the court, you tell the court, in writing,
the statements in the complaint that: . You will need to file a Financial Statement upon proper request by the other.

See Count time below to understand how to calculate days or time correctly. You will need to get this done
promptly. It is kept in the court file at the courthouse. Rule 3: Time tells you how to count time or days. The
Defendant's name - your name. Share Tweet Share A court motion is an official request to have a concern
heard by a judge. At the meeting or hearing, you and the other party will each have a chance to say why you
think parenting time should be changed or left the same. When your case comes up, the judge can open the file
and read your Answer. Court Process If you and the other parent disagree about parenting time, you may meet
with the Friend of the Court first or have a hearing in front of a judge or referee, depending on your county.
You also prepare a form for Counterclaim if there is an order you would like to ask for. Wait For The Decision
In some cases, the judge will be able to make a decision immediately after the hearing. Some of the hearings
where we have obtained the best results included really well-thought-out declarations. Write your answer
Number your paragraphs to match the paragraphs in the Complaint. How can this be? The date you file your
answer. You must file your answer in the same court that is on the Complaint. If you decide to file a written
response to the Motion Regarding Parenting Time, you must file it with the court at least three days before the
hearing. If your RFO includes a request for child custody and child support, consider the following outline: a.
Are they reasonable? Sign and date the answer. Your address. But they may charge you a fee. The clerk will
stamp it the answer with the date and time. Mail a copy to the plaintiff. You will need to file a Financial
Statement upon proper request by the other party, if ordered by the court, or following court rules. Read the
Complaint There is a number in front of each paragraph in the complaint.


